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Issue #39                    November 2012 

The Patriots’ Truth 
Flint Hills TEA Party News 

 
See us at McALISTER’S DELI, EVERY WED after 5:30pm ---- Everyone is 
welcome, we ARE the Working Group.  Come check us out!!  WELCOME! 
WHERE WERE YOU DURING SATURDAY’S KSU HOME FB GAME? 
Couldn’t make it to the Concession Stand?  There’s still time – we have 2 
more games: Nov 3rd, & Dec 1st.  If each of our 800+ emails & 65 snail 
mails could spare just a little time/change for the Youth of Kansas, think 
what that would do for our KS youth scholarship! 
Send to: “Flint Hills Education Fund” 1228 Westloop Place PMB #326, Manhattan KS 
66502-2840.  In addition to contributing tell all KS 9-12 students to check us out at: 
“YESforLiberty.org” 
We deeply appreciate your efforts & contributions for the youth of Kansas.   
Contact Chris Tawney for concession scholarship details!! (785-532-8618). 
Within this Newsletter when comments are made in green they are the comments of the Newsletter editor. 

OFFICE OF THE BISHOP – Rev. David L. Ricken, Green Bay WI 
October 24, 2012 
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ, 
AN IMPORTANT MOMENT 
 It is almost time to vote and to make our choices for president and other political offices both 
local and national.  You have often heard it said that this is a turning point in our country’s history 
and I could not agree more. 
 The Church is not a political organism, but as you hopefully have learned in the US Bishops 
Faithful Citizenship material (which we have made widely available to you in the parishes, in the 
Compass and on-line), the Church has the responsibility to speak out regarding moral issues, 
especially on those issues that impact the “common good” and the “dignity of the human person.” 
 I would like to review some of the principles to keep in mind as you approach the voting booth 
to complete your ballot.  The first is the set of non-negotiables.  These are areas that are “intrinsically 
evil” and cannot be supported by anyone who is a believer in God or the common good or the dignity of 
the human person. 
 They are: 1. Abortion; 2. Euthanasia; 3. Embryonic stem cell research; 4. Human cloning; 5. 
Homosexual “marriage” 
 These are intrinsically evil.  “A well-formed Christian conscience does not permit one to vote for 
a political program that contradicts fundamental contents of faith and morals.”  Intrinsically evil 
actions are those which have an evil object.  In other words, an act is evil by its very nature and to 
choose an action of this type puts one in grave moral danger. 
 But what does this have to do with the election?  Some candidates and one party have even 
chosen some of these as their party’s or their personal political platform.  To vote for someone in favor 
of these positions means that you could be morally “complicit” with these choices which are 
intrinsically evil.  This could put your own soul in jeopardy. 
 The other position to keep in mind is the protection of religious liberty.  The recent aggressive 
moves by the government to impose the HHS mandate, especially the move to redefine religion so that 
religion is confined more and more to the four walls of the Church, is a dangerous precedent.  This will 
certainly hurt the many health care services to the poor given by our Catholic hospitals.  Our Catholic 
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hospitals in the Diocese give millions of dollars per year in donated services to the poor.  In the new 
plan, only Catholic people can be treated by Catholic institutions.  
 It has never been our mission to be exclusive of those who are not of our faith.  This mandate 
also places Catholic business owners in a very precarious position in that they, too, will have to pay for 
those medical “services” which violate Catholic teaching.  This has never been the American way and 
now these moves and others by the present government, will significantly alter and marginalize the 
role of religious institutions in our society. 
 These positions are indicators of a broader societal disposition to remove God from the public 
square and from any relation to society whatever.  It is precisely religion and the free exercise thereof 
which has made this country great in the past. 
 Many people in our Diocese are presently without work.  Our Catholic Charities is serving more 
and more people who are unemployed or under employed and can barely keep up with the demands.  
Work is so critical to the family and to the sense of human dignity.  An economy which does the most 
for the common good is an economy that works and provides people gainful employment for the 
country’s citizens.  A government that works pays its bills and models for citizens what it means to be 
responsible and contributive. 
 Let us pray for the electorate and let’s take action, that we may vote for good and moral leaders 
for this great country which will only remain great, if she continues to be and to do the good. 
  

Sincerely yours in Christ, 
The Most Reverend David L. Ricken, DD, JCL 
Bishop of Green Bay 
 

 As I read the breaking news this week, I am once again reminded of Winston Churchill’s 
quote, which I have cited countless times to our Tea Party Patriots supporters, “Never, ever, 
ever, ever, ever give up.”  I am also reminded of our Support Team member Keli Carender’s 
favorite quote, again by Sir Winston Churchill: 
  “If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed; if you 
will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly; you may come to the moment 
when you will have to fight with all the odds against you and only a small chance of survival.  
There may even be a worse case: you may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, 
because it is better to perish than to live as slaves.” 

Chicago Figures Out Cause of Homicides:  Untaxed Bullets 
 Chicago residents worried about the city’s soaring homicide rate can rest easy.  After painstaking 
consideration during what was no doubt many rounds of double martinis, officials are at last ready with an 
answer. 
 Just tax bullets, says Cook County Board President Toni Preckwinkle.  She has announced she will 
submit a budget proposal next week that would slap a nickel tax on each bullet sold and $25 per firearm. 
 Chicago’s crime families immediately went into conference to examine the results of Preckwinkle’s 
proposal on their budgets and announced they would have to cut back gun murders by at least 15 percent 
and shift some more business into the concrete galoshes department to compensate. 
 Clearly, officials have the bad guys on the run. 
 I have a theory that most liberal grownups were once those children who somehow always lost when 
playing cops and robbers: Future conservative: “Bang! Bang! You’re dead!”  Future liberal: “Am not!”  F.C.: 
“Are too!”  F.L.: “Darn! One day, I will get even! I’ll ban your guns!”  F.C.: “Bang! Bang! You’re double dead! 
 So far this year, Chicago has racked up 409 homicides compared with 324 during the same period in 
2011. 
 Officials estimate the tax would bring in about $1 million to the cash-strapped city, but denied that 
the proposal was just about creating more revenue. 
 Richard Pearson, the executive director of the Illinois State Rifle Association, had to point out the 
obvious, that the tax wouldn’t do anything to address gang violence. 
 “If she wants to get to the people causing all the problems she ought to put a tax on street gangs,” he 
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said.  “All this is going to do is drive business out of Cook County, into other counties, Indiana and 
Wisconsin.” 
 But Pearson and other critics are looking at the situation without the benefit of the liberals’ world-
view, in which guns kill people and criminals are law-abiding citizens. 
 If Chicago really wants to get tough with criminals, maybe officials should consider resorting to the 
ultimate crime fighting tool: a rolled up newspaper and a stern “No!” 
 I’m sure that would work. 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7580/chicago-figures-out-cause-of-homicides-untaxed-
bullets/#ixzz2AwWqCIS2 
Did you ever hear anything so ignorant?  No wonder Obama is not able to put 2 + 2 together – this is where he got his 
training!!  Such as it was!!  Let’s get rid of Obama and maybe Chicago will find some intelligence somewhere!!! 

I realize this debate is HISTORY, but some of the facts within it need to be known!! 
THE DECK WAS STACKED AGAINST ROMNEY IN THE LAST CNN DEBATE 
 We're done with the second presidential debate, but it was apparent that between the questions 
Crowley chose and her handling of who was allowed to speak and when, that this debate was a total and 
complete setup to rehabilitate Barack Obama.  
 As John Nolte of Breitbart.com pointed out, "If these are truly undecided voters, they're apparently 
undecided between Obama and the Green Party." 
 CNN debate moderator Candy Crowley clearly was in the Obama campaign's corner giving him the 
close on 8 of 11 questions and only interrupting him 9 times while interrupting Romney 28 times 
 The lowest and most dishonest part of Crowley's disgraceful "moderation" was when she actually 
jumped into the debate to take Obama's side when the issue of Benghazi came up.  To cover for his and his 
administration's lying for almost two weeks about the attack coming as the result of a spontaneous protest 
over a YouTube video, Obama attempted to use as cover the claim that he had called the attack a "terrorist 
attack" on that very first day during his Rose Garden statement. 
 Romney correctly disputed that.  Crowley, quite incorrectly, took Obama's side and the crowd 
exploded. 
 As conservatives, we have to realize and accept that the mainstream media is in the pocket of the 
Obama campaign.  That makes our current campaign all the more important as we offer a counter-
voice to the media distortions.  . 
 We are currently out on the road traveling through critical swing-states taking on the Obama/Biden 
campaign and their lies head-on and need your support to continue our campaign up until Election Day.  If 
you want to support the Romney/Ryan campaign and end the Democrats time in the White House.. 
 A presidential candidate needs 270 electoral votes to win the election, so in most elections, the race 
comes down to handful of key battleground states: those toss-ups that are divided pretty evenly between 
Republicans and Democrats and have lots of unpredictable independent voters.  It's these states that 
typically have been the wildcards in recent elections, the one's with the power to literally "swing" the 
outcome of a presidential race, and that is why the Tea Party Express is campaigning so hard in these key 
states. 
 In the recent weeks, Romney and Ryan have made some large gains in the national polls but critical 
swing-states still remain very much up in the air and we are holding rallies, making phone calls and 
campaigning in all of them.  
 We cannot let the Romney/Ryan ticket be grossly out-spent and out-campaigned in these key swing-
states.  This makes our efforts on the "Winning for America" bus tour through these swing-states all that 
more important.   
 George Soros, his high-spending liberal friends and the Democratic machine might have the ability 
to write big checks, but we have the power of numbers and grassroots on our side - that has always 
been the Tea Party's strength. 
 We are currently facing a record 42 months with an unemployment rate of over 8%; a national debt 
of $16 trillion; 46 million Americans on food stamps; 5.7 million homeowners are in or near foreclosure; and 
everyone knows there is no hope for a recovery as long as Obama is President. 
 President Obama and the Democrats are grossly out-of-touch with Americans and the economic 
struggles of our nation. However, we have a chance to correct our path in November.  This bus tour will 
focus on states and districts we need in order to gain control of Congress and the White House.  We want to 
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engage and educate voters on the conservative solutions that will return our nation to a path towards 
prosperity.  
 Americans know there is another way.  Conservative policies are succeeding in states across the 
nation, while Obama and his big-government ideas are failing in Washington DC. 

Did YOU Know? 
David Axelrod was telling him what to say all along!!! 
He (Obama) couldn’t use a teleprompter, so the fine man that he is, he found another 
way to say the right things without actually knowing and/or thinking on his own.   

WHAT A LOSER!!! 

 

Put out the trash on November 6……………    

In the first place God made idiots.  That was just for practice.  Then he 
made politicians.     From Mark J. Grant, writing at Zero Hedge 

The following was sent to me by a fellow Conservative.  Thank you, John, for your sharp eye & help.  This type of info 
is NOT usually easy to find.  If anyone has info that should be shown to all send it to me & out it will go!! 
Sit back and peruse the latest, if your blood pressure will allow it.  Do scan the comments on both pasted‐in articles... 
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  One comment on Allard article [below]: “We saw the situation room and the bin Laden killing, minute by 
minute, and Obama with the help of the Ministry of Truth media, spiked that football.  During the Benghazi crisis, 
Obama called the Benghazi death's “bumps in the road,” “less than optimal” and fabricated a global protest flash mob 
that should have been limited to Egypt, in order to create diversionary “Never Let a Crisis go to Waste” confusion and 
cover up his complete incompetency as Commander in Chief.  'Leadership from Behind' is simply a paradigm that 
emulates the herd instinct of being the last consumed by the predator.  This has been truly effective for the adolescent, 
petulant president when it comes to national security/foreign policy.  He has managed to throw the Ambassador to the 
UN and the Secretary of State under the bus and was in the process of the CIA before they spoke up in front of 
Congress.  Panetta is attempting to cover his six with a "we didn't have enough information to commit forces" crap 
being backed by the no-professional-backbone, politically-correct, socially-engineered Joint Chief Dempsey.  Any 
more of this type of leadership and the NGO's controlling the UN will be using taxpayer dollars to dismantle the 
Constitution of the United States.  Our military is already internationalized to "moral obligation" to the UN, Napolitano 
has opened our southern border, and Obama has primary control over the auto, financial, healthcare industries and is 
strangling the energy industry into submission to build his Elitist Marxist Corporate Government.” 
  One comment on Steyn’s article [below]: “I am afraid that the last chapter in this fiasco has not yet played out.  
I fully expect the administration to exploit these four brave souls once more.  Within a week of the election, expect the 
jets to be directed to Libya, releasing bombs on suspect terrorist hangouts.  Whether they hit anything is immaterial, 
what counts is optics.” 
  And these two reports, if true, are damning ‐ http://www.breitbart.com/Big‐Peace/2012/10/27/U‐S‐Had‐Two‐
Drones‐AC‐130‐Gunship‐and‐Targets‐Painted‐In‐Benghazi‐But‐Obama‐Didn‐t‐Pull‐The‐Trigger? and from 
http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart‐TV/2012/10/28/Report‐Obama‐Watched‐Benghazi‐Attack‐From‐Situation‐Room:  
“Lt. Col. Tony Schafer told Fox News that sources were telling him that the President was watching the attack on the 
U.S. consulate in Benghazi, Libya in real-time.  Schafer told Fox that "only the President" could have ordered backup 
for the Americans who were under siege by terrorists so the President was most certainly informed of the situation as it 
was unfolding.  "I hate to say this," Schafer said, "according to my sources, yes, [the President] was one of those in the 
White House situation room in real-time watching this.  And the question becomes, 'What did the President do or not 
do in the moments he saw this unveiling?'  He -- only he -- could issue a directive to Secretary of Defense Panetta to do 
something." 
  And of course our MSM is on the case – not: http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Journalism/2012/10/28/Media-
Cover-Up-Aside-from-FOX-Sunday-Shows-Fail-to-Raise-Benghazi   The Diplomat’s latest post (and comments): 
http://thediplomad.blogspot.com/2012/10/do-elections-have-consequences-ask.html 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/oct/27/obama‐knew‐about‐attack‐ignored‐three‐requests‐hel/ 
~ John D’Aloia 

ALLARD: Obama knew about the attack, ignored three requests for help.  Cold 
political play could (SHOULD) cost him the election  By Col. Ken Allard, Sat., October 27, 2012 
 The Benghazi debacle may yet make Mitt Romney president.  Barely 10 days before the election, the 
persistent whiff of scandal surrounding Barack Obama exploded into the banner headlines of a cover-up – at least 
among certain press outlets.  Everything changed Friday afternoon with the stunning revelations by Fox News that CIA 
operatives defending the embattled consulate in Benghazi, Libya, called three times for emergency assistance while the 
attack was in progress.  Each time, they were shamefully turned down.  One of those defenders, Navy SEAL Tyrone 
Woods, was apparently able to use a laser designator to pin-point the location of the mortar that eventually killed him.  
It would have been an easy shot for American pilots had any been ordered to respond.  Another new and critical detail: 
An American drone was overhead transmitting live video of the battle scene below. 
 Only days before, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton airily dismissed new revelations of incriminating emails, 
also uncovered by Fox.  Yet those messages provided startling proof of how Washington decision-makers – from the 
Pentagon to the White House Situation Room – must have known within minutes or hours that the incident in 
Benghazi was 9/11.2, the second successful al Qaeda attack on American soil.  They also would have known that this 
well-coordinated assault killed the American ambassador to Libya, as well as three other Americans who fought 
valiantly to save him. 
 With all this information – from frantic messages sent by operators on the ground to highly detailed overhead 
battle-scene video – who invented the asinine idea that the attack was collateral damage from a flash-mob reacting to a 
provocative video?  The record there is incriminating.  For weeks afterward, the administration party-line was that the 
video, not al Qaeda, was responsible for the disaster, a major point of President Obama’s September speech to the 
United Nations.  But when that story had morphed into an indefensible fiction, the party line shifted again, memorably 
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summarized by Vice President Joseph R. Biden, Jr. during his debate with Congressman Paul Ryan: “We didn’t know” 
because the intelligence establishment was still beavering away. 
 With all due respect, Mr. Vice President and Madam Secretary: You did know, and so did the horse-holders 
you rode in on.  You also knew that the night-time battle in far-off Benghazi made mincemeat out of the prevailing 
Obama campaign narrative, “Osama is dead and General Motors is alive!”  You realized too late that inconvenient 
questions were certain to be raised about embassy security in Libya.  After all, hadn’t the Library of Congress raised 
just those questions in an unclassified study only a month before?  Worse yet, you also recognized that, wanting to 
keep a low profile on the anniversary of September 11, no American forces had been placed on alert, despite the 
Libyan power vacuum. 
 So you concocted the next best and the most politically correct cover story: the flash-mob video.  With unrest 
everywhere in the aftermath of the Arab Spring, the flash-mob story must have been seized upon with all the fervor of 
a drowning man grasping at oars – or straws.  You could make all the right noises about deploring mob violence and 
anything critical of Islam.  We’re the good guys, remember?  To make sure everyone understood, you even sent out 
U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice to spread the cover story on the usual TV talk shows.  An ambassador is classically 
thought of as an honest man sent abroad to lie for his country.  In her assigned role, Ms. Rice reached a new gender 
frontier right here at home. 
 What could go wrong, especially since the mainstream media was munching like well-fed bovines on anything 
White House spokesman Jay Carney obligingly dished out?  Well, nothing, except that Americans had died at the 
hands of terrorists and our intelligence establishment knew the truth the Obama administration was trying so hard to 
conceal.  With too many people in too many headquarters, the truth has an inconvenient way of leaking, especially 
when you’re dumb enough to blame those self-same spooks. 
 The president keeps trying to cover up his mistakes, and the press establishment is determined to look away, 
despite the cascading contradictions.  Fortunately, Fox News, derided by the media establishment as Faux News, 
investigated what others ignored.  And on a Friday afternoon, just when we were contemplating hurricanes, World 
Series and a deadlocked electoral race, they may have even changed American history. 
 The president must now answer for the misdeeds his subordinates & his media allies tried so hard to cover up. 
Col. Ken Allard, retired from the Army, is a former NBC News military analyst and author on national security issues. 

The Incredible Shrinking President – Two videos distill the meaning of a campaign, and a presidency. 
by Mark Steyn – October 26, 2012 7:30 P.M. 
 “We’re going to have that person arrested and prosecuted that did the video,” said Hillary Clinton.  No, not the 
person who made the video saying that voting for Barack Obama is like losing your virginity to a really cool guy.  I’ll 
get to that in a moment.  But Secretary Clinton was talking about the fellow who made the supposedly Islamophobic 
video that supposedly set off the sacking of the Benghazi consulate.  And, indeed, she did “have that person arrested.”  
By happy coincidence, his bail hearing has been set for three days after the election, by which time he will have served 
his purpose.  These two videos — the Islamophobic one and the Obamosexual one — bookend the remarkable but 
wholly deserved collapse of the president’s reelection campaign. 
 You’ll recall that a near-month-long attempt to blame an obscure YouTube video for the murder of four 
Americans and the destruction of U.S. sovereign territory climaxed in the vice-presidential debate with Joe Biden’s 
bald assertion that the administration had been going on the best intelligence it had at the time.  By then, it had been 
confirmed that there never had been any protest against the video, and that the Obama line that Benghazi had been a 
spontaneous movie review that just got a little out of hand was utterly false.  The only remaining question was whether 
the administration had knowingly lied or was merely innocently stupid.  The innocent-stupidity line became harder to 
maintain this week after Fox News obtained State Department e-mails revealing that shortly after 4 p.m. Eastern, less 
than a half hour after the assault in Benghazi began, the White House situation room knew the exact nature of it. 
 We also learned that, in those first moments of the attack, a request for military back-up was made by US staff 
on the ground but was denied by Washington.  It had planes and special forces less than 500 miles away in southern 
Italy — or about the same distance as Washington to Boston.  They could have been there in less than two hours.  Yet 
the commander-in-chief declined to give the order.  So Glen Doherty and Tyrone Woods fought all night against 
overwhelming odds, and died on a rooftop in a benighted jihadist hellhole while Obama retired early to rest up before 
his big Vegas campaign stop.  “Within minutes of the first bullet being fired the White House knew these heroes would 
be slaughtered if immediate air support was denied,” said Ty Woods’s father, Charles.  “In less than an hour, the 
perimeters could have been secured and American lives could have been saved.  After seven hours fighting 
numerically superior forces, my son’s life was sacrificed because of the White House’s decision.” 
 Why would Obama and Biden do such a thing?  Because to launch a military operation against an al-Qaeda 
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affiliate on the anniversary of 9/11 would have exposed the hollowness of their boast through convention week and the 
days thereafter — that Osama was dead and al-Qaeda was finished.  And so Ty Woods, Glen Doherty, Sean Smith, and 
Chris Stevens were left to die, and a decision taken to blame an entirely irrelevant video and, as Secretary Clinton 
threatened, “have that person arrested.”  And, in the weeks that followed, the government of the United States lied to 
its own citizens as thoroughly and energetically as any totalitarian state, complete with the midnight knock on the door 
from not-so-secret policemen sent to haul the designated fall-guy into custody. 
 This goes far beyond the instinctive secretiveness to which even democratic governments are prone.  The 
Obama administration created a wholly fictional story line, and devoted its full resources to maintaining it.  I 
understand why Mitt Romney chose not to pursue this line of argument in the final debate.  The voters who will 
determine this election are those who voted for Obama four years ago and this time round either switch to the other 
fellow or sit on their hands.  In electoral terms, it’s probably prudent of Mitt not to rub their faces in their 2008 votes.  
Nevertheless, when the president and other prominent officials stand by as four Americans die and then abuse 
their sacrifice as contemptuously as this administration did, decency requires that they be voted out of office as 
an act of urgent political hygiene. 
 At the photo-op staged for the returning caskets, Obama et al. seem to have been too focused on their 
campaign needs to observe even the minimal courtesies.  Charles Woods says that at the ceremony Joe Biden strolled 
over to him and by way of condolence said in a “loud and boisterous” voice, “Did your son always have balls the size 
of cue balls?”  One assumes charitably that the vice president is acknowledging in his own inept and blundering way 
the remarkable courage of a man called upon to die for his country on some worthless sod halfway across the planet.  
But the near-parody locker-room coarseness is grotesque both in its inaptness and in its lack of basic human feeling for 
a bereaved family forced to grieve in public and as crowd-scene extras to the political big shot.  Just about the only 
formal responsibility a vice president has is to attend funerals without embarrassing his country.  And this preening 
buffoon of pseudo-blue-collar faux-machismo couldn’t even manage that. 
 But a funny thing happened over the next six weeks: Obama’s own cue balls shriveled.  Biden had offered up a 
deft campaign slogan encompassing both domestic and foreign policy: “Osama’s dead and General Motors is alive.”  
But, as the al-Qaeda connections to Benghazi dribbled out leak by leak, the “Osama’s dead” became a problematic 
boast and, left to stand alone, the General Motors line was even less credible.  [See Page 7 of #37 Patriots Truth] 
Avoiding the economy and foreign affairs, Obama fell back on Big Bird, and binders, and bayonets, just to name the 
“B”s in his bonnet. At the second presidential debate, he name-checked Planned Parenthood, the General Motors of the 
American abortion industry, half a dozen times, desperate to preserve his so-called gender gap.  Yet oddly enough, the 
more furiously Obama and Biden have waved their binders and talked up Sandra Fluke, the more his supposed lead 
among women has withered away.  So now he needs to enthuse the young, who turned out in such numbers for him 
last time.  Hence, the official campaign video (plagiarized from Vladimir Putin of all people) explaining that voting for 
Obama is like having sex.  The saddest thing about that claim is that, for liberals, it may well be true. 
 Both videos — the one faking Obamagasm and the one faking a Benghazi pretext — exemplify the wretched 
shrinkage that befalls those unable to conceive of anything except in the most self-servingly political terms.  Both, in 
different ways, exemplify why Obama and Biden are unfit for office.  One video testifies to a horrible murderous lie at 
the heart of a head of state’s most solemn responsibility, the other to the glib shallow narcissism of a pop-culture 
presidency, right down to the numbing relentless peer pressure: C’mon, all the cool kids are doing it; why be the last 
hold-out? 
  If voting for Obama is like the first time you have sex, it’s very difficult to lose your virginity twice.  A 
flailing, pitiful campaign has now adopted Queen Victoria’s supposed wedding advice to her daughter: “Lie back and 
think of England.”  Lie back and think of America.  And then get up and get dressed.  Who wants to sleep with a $16 
trillion broke loser twice? 
 I can’t speak for you or anyone but myself, but these 4 Americans that perished in Benghazi, Libya are more 
than “bumps in the road” as Barack Obama called them.  They were living, breathing men who had been devoting their 
lives to their and our Country for years.  Yes, they were aware that it could come to them “giving their all” at any time, 
but, I doubt, they thought it would be at a time when they could have been saved, if only their President had wanted to.  
A normal, thinking, CARING man would have been scrambling to save them, but not Barack Obama – he just denied 
them help, therefore, life, & went to bed. We not only DO NOT need, but DO NOT want, Obama or his uncaring, 
murderous Czars, staff, & Senate!!!  IT GAGS ME TO THINK IT IS ACTUALLY POSSIBLE HE COULD BE 
REELECTED.  PLEASE, FOLKS, PASS THIS AROUND AT EVERY POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITY!!!  
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Congresswoman Lynn Jenkins, weekly newsletter of Oct. 28, 2012: 
Visiting the Herzog Asphalt Plant in Elwood  – On Friday, I visited a job creator in Doniphan County, 
Elwoodʼs Herzog Asphalt Plant, a firm that focuses on heavy highway and railroad construction.  In a 
struggling economy, it is important to recognize how rail is vital for the agriculture and manufacturing 
sectors, and the jobs they support.    
 For nearly 40 years, Herzog has provided essential services to the rail industry.  More than 5,000 
freight railroad employees work in Kansas, and the Department of Commerce found that every freight rail 
job could support up to 4.5 jobs in the greater economy.      
Economic Growth: Still Too Low to Create Jobs – The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) 
reported economic growth for the 3rd quarter grew at a rate of 2.0 percent on Friday.  This is higher than 
last quarterʼs rate of 1.3 percent, but still much too low to kick-start the economy and encourage businesses 
to hire.    
 This disappointing report also means economic growth for the year is estimated at about 1.7 
percent, which is slower than 2011 and 2010, and well below the administrationʼs forecast of 2.6 percent.    
 Our country is experiencing the worst post-recession economy since World War II with the longest 
streak of high unemployment since the Great Depression.  Millions of unemployed Americans are struggling 
to live paycheck to paycheck, to put food on their tables and to fill up their gas tanks.  We need policies that 
create the conditions necessary for economic growth so job creators like small businesses can start hiring 
again.  Things like balancing the budget, reducing regulatory red tape, and fundamental tax reform will 
create the certainty businesses are waiting for to invest and innovate.  Only then, will the United States be 
able to sustain meaningful job growth, and put a dent in the unemployment rate. 

 I was just watching a campaign ad on TV by Lynn Jenkins’ opponent, Tobias 
Schlingensiepen, telling what “bad” things Lynn has done while in Congress.  It is true that 
Lynn hasn’t always voted the way we wanted; it is also true that there probably isn’t a single 
person in Congress that would do that & in all honesty – we need/want people that can think 
for themselves and “think on their feet” – we want people that think Conservative 
close to 100% of the time.  From what I’ve heard, researched, read Lynn’s opponent is 
NOT that person!!  Lynn’s staff knows us & talks with us when we have a need.  Her staff is 
attentive and cooperative when we ask questions and helps us search for info valuable to us 
and our objectives.  When Lynn hasn’t had time to actually meet & discuss concerns with us 
her staff are available and have answers for us, usually within a few days at most.  Lynn 
comes to Kansas when Congress is NOT in session and is around the State, meeting and 
communicating with her constituents.  I actually know very little about her opponent, but 
what I have found doesn’t even come close to suggesting he would be willing to make a staff 
member available to us to call/email at will with the expectation of a prompt reply.  No one is 
perfect & Lynn isn’t either, but then neither are we, but we are working on it, and we greatly 
appreciate Lynn & her staff working with us. 

Obama’s UN Friends Will Monitor Polls to Guard Against “Conservative Groups” 
posted on Oct. 22, 2012 by Mark Home 
 United Nations’ partner on democratization and human rights projects, The Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), will be placing monitors in the United States at various polling 
places to observe the election. 
 The organization has been summoned to our shores by Liberal groups in the United States.  The 
ACLU, the NAACP, and others sent a letter to the OSCE. They claim that recent efforts to discourage voter 
fraud are particular attacks on minority voters.  They wrote: “we urge the OSCE to deploy its limited election 
monitors in those states where restrictions on voting have been most extensive—Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Florida, Texas and Wisconsin.  Poll monitors should be particularly vigilant about requests for, and 
acceptance of, identification of those seeking to vote, particularly if certain groups, such as racial minorities 
and young voters, are being targeted.  Reports that organizations like True the Vote and others are training 
poll monitors to go into low-income and minority communities to intimidate voters make such monitoring 
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critically important.  Many of our organizations are working with local non-governmental organizations in 
these and other states and will be documenting instances of voter suppression.  The presence of OSCE 
monitors would serve to underscore the importance of protecting voters in these key states.” 
 The above is the official communication for public consumption.  What understandings have been 
reached out of our sight is anyone’s guess.  If you wanted to perpetrate voter fraud more easily, intimidating 
poll workers is one way you could cover for yourself.  Also, if you were worried about accusations that might 
be made about your behavior at the polls, having friendly bystanders in place to back up your claims about 
what really happened would also be good strategy. 
 But the real story here is that a foreign body that has no jurisdiction in the United States is now 
presuming to come here and judge our election process.  This group isn’t even pretending to be neutral.  
They are coming to the US to watch out for those evil Conservatives.  They wear their bias on their sleeves.  
You would think the the questions about how Obama beat Hillary in the 2008 Democratic Caucuses would 
raise doubts about what the Democratic team will be doing.  But in our media culture, the ACLU and their 
cohorts can get away with this sort of prejudicial action. 
 Another question: How exactly are elections in the United States, or anywhere else in the Americas, 
properly under the scrutiny of an organization whose name proclaims that it works in Europe?  I guess with 
bankers being appointed to impose austerity on nations and a European Union that simply dismisses 
national popular votes against it, the OSCE really doesn’t have much work there anymore. 
 The United States is sovereign nation that introduced the concept of democratic Republicanism to 
the kingdoms of Europe.  It is bad enough that we have the United Nations in New York City.  The OSCE 
needs to go back to Europe where they belong. 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7642/obamas-un-friends-will-monitorg-polls-to-guard-against-
conservative-groups/#ixzz2AwKcGIB4 
 If those in charge of the voting locations allow this to happen we are worse off than I realized.  Obama and his 
gangsters are NOT IN CHARGE of the voting locations.   That belongs to the Secretary of State and IF they allow this 
they need to be replaced!!!  Be Aware!!  Be Observant!!  Check out and Report what you see when it is in question!!  

Obama Administration: UN Election Observers “Immune” to State Laws 
posted on October 30, 2012 by Phillip Hodges 
 The Obama Administration made it clear that Texas better not arrest any UN election observers.  
They claim these observers have full immunity, regardless of state laws.  This was in response to a statement 
Texas Attorney General Greg Abbot issued to the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe 
(OSCE) telling them that their international election-observing representatives will be subject to criminal 
prosecution if they are found within a hundred feet of a polling place.  The State Department’s spokesman 
(is that word sexist?) Victoria Nuland explained:  “I’m not going to get into any kind of hypothetical 
situations or predict where this is going to go other than to say we have every expectation that this will be 
worked out and to state the fact, which is that under U.S. law they are eligible for immunities… [I]f there are 
concerns that Texas authorities have, they have an opportunity through the direct dialogue that’s now going 
on in Texas with OSCE observers to take up their concerns.  But the mandate of the OSCE is designed to be 
absolutely and completely impartial, and that’s what we plan on when we participate and that’s what we’d 
expect here.” 
 Sure, OSCE is “absolutely and completely impartial.”  There’s nothing to worry about.  They’re just 
going to be making sure no “voter suppression” is going on.  They want to make sure that we have “free and 
democratic elections” where everybody gets to cast a vote for Obama, whether you’re an American citizen or 
not. 
 Reporters weren’t able to get the spokesman to confirm or deny whether the State Department was 
forcing Texas not to arrest UN election observers, only saying that they are “eligible for immunities.”  These 
government officials have to leave their words as vague as possible so as to keep the national media away.  If 
they dared be more specific or forthright, it might turn into a national story, and the Obama Administration 
doesn’t want any attention over this. 
 It doesn’t take a lot of reading between the lines to figure out that these international election 
observers will not be subject to state laws.  At least that’s what the Obama Administration has dictated.  I 
still think Texas should arrest these UN agents and hold them until after Election Day.  It’s not like they 
have to bring charges against them, or have evidence or probable cause.  Thanks to the Patriot Act and the 
NDAA, people can be detained indefinitely without probable cause by government officials who ignore the 
Fourth Amendment.  Our own government is immune to the laws that it enforces.  So, Texas and all other 
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states should “unlawfully” arrest these UN officials and detain them indefinitely.  It doesn’t mean that they 
will be prosecuted under the respective state laws.  It just means that police will hold them in custody.  You 
can be immune and still get arrested.  And if that happens, the State Department can blame themselves for 
not being specific enough. 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7785/obama-administration-un-election-observers-immune-to-state-
laws/#ixzz2AxZ8Z867 

Today I had to go to Sears.  As I approached the entrance, I noticed a driver looking for a parking space. 
I flagged the driver and pointed out a handicap parking space that was open and available.  The driver 
looked puzzled, rolled down her window and said, "I'm not handicapped!"  Well, as you can imagine, 
my face was red! "Oh, I'm sorry" I said.  "I saw your Obama bumper sticker and just assumed that you 
suffer from a mental disorder."  She gave me the finger and screamed some nasty names at me.  
   

Boy!  Some people don't appreciate it when you're just trying to help them out! 

The following is from Congressman Tim Huelskamp’s weekly Newsletter 
October 26, 2012 
Dear Friend, 
  How is it that the most prosperous Cubans don't seem to live in Cuba? 
  How is it that the most prosperous Chinese don't seem to live in China? 
  How is it that the most prosperous Italians don't seem to live in Italy? 
  So asked my friend and U.S. Senator Marco Rubio at a breakfast fundraiser in Kansas City yesterday morning. 
  Yes, how is it that the most prosperous people in the world happen to live in America, and not in their home 
countries?  And how is it that Senator Rubio's parents can escape the clutches of Castro, arrive nearly penniless in 
America, and their son can become a United States Senator? 
  For one simple yet unique reason: it is America's free‐enterprise system that allows entrepreneurs to 
flourish, compete, make money and provide hope and jobs for millions ‐ no for billions.  Providing hope, jobs and 
opportunity for Rubio's parents ‐ for your grandparents ‐ my great‐grandparents ‐ many generations. 
   And it isn't Big Government that made this prosperity happen.  It isn't a federal bureaucracy that built this 
nation ‐ or built your business.  It is our limited government ‐ our constitutional protections for our life, liberty and 
pursuit of happiness. 
   Senator Rubio was in KC to raise money for the Romney‐Ryan ticket.  And it was successful at that.  But in the 
meantime, an entire White House and thousands upon thousands of federal bureaucrats have been unleashed to do 
EVERYTHING they can to re‐elect President Obama. 
  And what would that mean?  It would mean keep a man in the White House whose vision of the future is 
grounded on one simple, clear ideal ‐ that Government knows best.  That businesses big and small didn't just happen 
‐ they happened, in the world according to Obama, because of what government did.  Not because of some thrifty, 
talented entrepreneur who risked everything and took a chance ‐ and made it big.  No, in the world according to 
Obama, a Washington bureaucrat took some of your money ‐ or better yet borrowed some money from the Chinese 
or the Federal Reserve ‐ and gave it to their buddy. 
  And magically, in the world according to Obama, jobs are created.  TAX money results.  And the cycle starts 
all over again.  Might be the way they think it works in Kenya.  Perhaps Cuba.  Maybe Italy.  Even China. 
  But not in America ‐ or actually not anywhere else.  The most productive people in the world live in 
America, because of our system of freedom.  That's why the Rubio family fled Cuba.  They came here for freedom ‐ 
not another mindless bureaucracy in the world according to Obama. 
  In the last few days for the election, I ask three things.  Please pray.  The wisdom, courage and fortitude of 
our Founders and many patriots to this day has been inspired, held up and protected by our Lord.  Give Him thanks 
and ask for continued guidance and help for all of America. 
  Second, talk to and email your neighbors and friends and relatives ‐ particularly in the key swing states of 
Ohio, Colorado, and Iowa.  Remind them of the difference between the opportunity of America and in the world 
according to Obama. The visions could not be more different. 
  Now is the time to stand up for Freedom and Opportunity.  Just like the Rubios.  Just like Washington.  
Jefferson.  Lincoln.  Todd Beamer.  Patriot after patriot.  Pilgrim after pilgrim.  Believer after believer.  Future 
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generations are depending upon us ‐ not just here in America ‐but around the entire world. 
  America remains the last beacon of hope in the countries of the world.  If we can preserve it. 
  

Yours in Liberty,  
Tim Huelskamp   

The most terrifying words a person can hear,  “I'm from the government and I'm here to help!!"  
              ~ Ronald Reagan 

Friends,   
 With less than two weeks to go, we’re feeling the momentum. 
 The debates have supercharged our campaign and the Republican team.  We’re seeing more and more 
enthusiasm – and more and more support. 
 This has become more than just a campaign.  It’s become a national movement.  Americans recognize we can 
do better as a nation than we’ve done over these last four years. 
 Paul and I and the Republican team have a plan to produce a real recovery for America.  We’re going to take 
back this country with good jobs, rising take-home pay, a strong military, and better opportunities for all Americans. 
 This is a time to call on American’s greatness.  We need your help – because it matters.  It matters for your 
kids and their kids.  It matters for 23 million Americans struggling for work.  And it matters for the future of our nation 
to have a strong economy. 
 Thanks to you, the movement is gaining steam – and your continued support will propel us to victory. 
Thanks, 
Mitt Romney 

 “Lack of knowledge gets people in trouble and pride keeps them there!!!”   ~ Leon Leonard 

TOP 10 REASONS TO VOTE OBAMA OUT OF OFFICE 
By: Human Events  10/27/2012 05:58 AM taken from CONSERVATIVE byte.com, Oct 28, 2012 
  

Bring this list to the attention of undecided voters to help them make up their mind that it is, indeed, time for a 
change.  

 
1. Jobs not being created – Don’t let the official 7.8 percent unemployment rate for September fool 
you; work-force participation is at a record low and 23 million American are looking for work.  Ten times as 
many people have dropped out of the work force during Obama’s term than have found a job.  His last 
attempt at helping the unemployed — the 2009 stimulus package — cost nearly a trillion dollars with 
minimal impact on creating actual jobs. 
2. Debt crisis spiraling – Under Obama, the nation has accumulated nearly $6 trillion in debt over 
four years and a second term would likely add more.  The cost of financing the national debt will quickly 
skyrocket as interest rates rise.  Obama’s only plan to staunch the bleeding is to tax the rich.  But even if he 
succeeds in letting the Bush tax cuts expire for families with incomes over $250,000, the annual deficit of 
$1.2 trillion would only fall to $1.12 trillion. 
3. Obamacare outrages – Obama’s signature achievement — the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act — is more unpopular today than it was when he signed it into law.  Obamacare adds to the deficit, 
while raising taxes on Americans of all stripes, even while harming job creation.  Many families will lose 
their current health care coverage and surveys of doctors show many will flee the profession. 
4. Foreign policy unraveling – The attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi — and the 
administration’s incompetence after — is a dramatic example of the unraveling of Obama’s entire approach 
to foreign policy.  Now Muslim mobs are protesting the United States around the world, apparently 
unswayed by Obama’s Cairo outreach.  Add his ill-fated Russia “reset,” and his snub of world leaders at the 
United Nations and the result is a foreign policy with not a single positive achievement. 
5. Economic anemia – We didn’t expect a rapid recovery after the recession, but we’re past a point 
where the economy should have begun to show steady growth as businesses become more confident, hire 
workers and consumer spending increases.  But growth this year is under 2 percent.  With crushing burdens 
and uncertainties heaped onto businesses — from Dodd-Frank and Obamacare to EPA regulations and tax 
hikes — Obama has managed to defy the business cycle. 
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6. Class warfare rhetoric – Obama has taken class warfare to a new level, attacking the successful as 
being greedy and heartless for not paying their fare share.  He demonizes bankers, Wall Street and demands 
that the “millionaires and billionaires” be taxed at higher rates.  The irony of it all is that his policies will do 
the most harm to the middle class, with his job killing programs, and small businesses, by hiking their taxes. 
7. Partisan politics – Unlike Presidents Reagan, H.W. Bush, Clinton, and G.W. Bush who all reached 
across the aisle to secure legislation with bipartisan support, Obama has tried to ram through his agenda 
without any help, as many of his major initiatives failed to attract a single GOP vote.  [In fact, all three of 
Obama’s own Budget proposals failed to garner any Democrat votes!]  For a president who promised 
change, he has only increased its harshness by constantly attacking the opposition. 
8. No more Biden – After his debate with Paul Ryan, Vice President Joe Biden’s “regular-guy” schtick is 
wearing thin.  His smirking and laughing, when the nation wanted to hear a serious debate on the issues, 
was demeaning to the office, and makes the idea of “Crazy Joe” being a heartbeat away from the presidency 
a sobering thought.  We can only hope that with a Romney-Ryan victory, Biden will go ahead and get a one-
way Amtrak ticket back to Delaware, or better yet, Scranton PA. 
9. Clean house of incompetents – It’s not only the anticipation of Biden’s departure from office that 
gives cheer, but finally the nation can get rid of the whole gang that couldn’t shoot straight.  From White 
House spokesman Jay Carney and UN Ambassador Susan Rice’s cloudy account of the Libya attack to 
Attorney General Eric Holder’s outrageous obfuscation on Fast and Furious, we’ve seen quite enough of 
Chicago-style politics. 
10. No plan for future – Just as Obama has found it hard to run on his record, his constant attacks on 
Romney mask the fact that he doesn’t have much of a plan to turn things around.  A president’s normal 
route for pushing an agenda is often contained in his annual budget request to Congress.  Obama’s spending 
blueprint is such a joke that every year it is the Republicans that introduce it as a bill and then both sides of 
the aisle unanimously vote against it.  His only plan is to tax and spend the US into oblivion, with future 
generations crushed by a mountain of debt. 
  

After giving this & other info of the present administration considerable thought I’m horrified to think they 
could continue for another 4 years.  Continuing would probably mean the end of the USA as we know it.  
Which in my opinion is Obama’s objective.  There are those who say Romney/Ryan would be as bad or 
worse.  I don’t believe that, not for a moment.  Unlike the present administration, they have already proven 
themselves in what they have accomplished in their lives.  But even if it were true, what would we lose by 
giving them the opportunity to show us what they can do?  Obama & his gang have had their chance, and 
have failed miserably to make this country what the citizens want it to be.  Now give Romney/Ryan the 
opportunity to show us what they can do.  I’m so looking forward to the uphill run they will produce for the 
USA, to once again become the country the world looks to for help, guidance, successful policies, and again 
being the Country many in the world admire & want to live in.  I truly believe Romney/Ryan will bring 
the United States of America back to the Bill of Rights, Declaration of Independence and the 
Constitution, We the People & GOD!!!!!  We’ll never know unless we get out to vote – take your 
Mother, Father, brother, sister, children, grandchildren, cousins, Grandparents, neighbor – anyone who 
needs a ride & will go.  PRAY FOR OUR COUNTRY & COUNTRYMEN  & WOMEN!!  GOD BLESS 
US ALL!!   GOD BLESS OUR COUNTRY!!  GOD BE WITH US AT THIS TIME & ALWAYS!! 
 

"Nothing is more essential to the establishment of manners in a State than that all persons 
employed in places of power and trust must be men of unexceptionable characters."  
        --Samuel Adams, letter to James Warren, 1775 


